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ABSTRACT

This Article presents the first survival model for systematically identifying and comparing United States district courts as patent rocket dockets, and for examining related trends in patent litigation. The conventional wisdom of rocket docket status in a judicial district tends to rely on average case disposition times and the availability of court rules for patent cases, as well as anecdotal information about well-known jurists with experience in patent adjudication.

By comparison, this Article approaches rocket dockets through a quantitative investigation of recent historical trends in patent case filings as well as through market concentration analysis at the district court and circuit court levels of patent case filings. Most significantly, the Article provides an indexed ranking of district courts derived from survival analysis of case dispositions, marginal pendency, and court capacity based on data from over 44,000 patent infringement cases litigated during the 1985–2010 period.

The results confirm that the currently prominent rocket dockets are, indeed, the Eastern District of Texas, the Eastern District of Virginia, and—most recently—the Western District of Wisconsin. The results also suggest, inter alia, that the Middle District of Florida and the Western District of Washington are emerging patent rocket dockets. The Article concludes with an outlook for future study on the differential effect of technology classes on case disposition speed within this framework.
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SAURABH VISHNUBHAKAT*

INTRODUCTION

The conventional wisdom of patent litigation has it that certain judicial districts are preferable venues for speedy disposition and even for outcomes that disproportionately favor certain types of litigants.¹ These so-called “rocket dockets” invite considerable strategic behavior from patent owners, infringers, and litigators, and they are increasingly the subject of analysis by legal scholars as well as legal practitioners.²

However, the definitional question of what is a rocket docket remains an elusive mixture of basic descriptive statistics such as average case disposition times or median time-to-trial, binary measures such as the existence—or not—of local court rules for trying patent cases, and anecdotal information about well-known jurists who are experienced in adjudicating patent cases.³

To be sure, these measures are important: beyond speedy disposition, rocket docket judicial districts are frequently characterized by judges who are well-versed in patent law and by local court rules that facilitate the efficient management of litigation, as well as relatively educated jury pools who can grasp the technical issues involved in patent suits.⁴

Yet due to the sometimes descriptively limited value of these criteria, much of the current discussion surrounding patent rocket dockets takes as a given the existence of certain such districts.⁵ The result is a focus on resulting behaviors such as forum shopping by litigants and doctrinal specialization by judges.⁶

This Article proposes a more nuanced framework for identifying and comparing the existence and emergence of rocket dockets in patent litigation.⁷ Most significantly, the Article proposes a survival analysis-based ranking of district courts based on case disposition speed, marginal pendency, and court capacity based on data from over 44,000 patent infringement cases litigated during the 1985–2010 period.⁸

* CSaurabh Vishnubhat 2011. Attorney Advisor, Office of Chief Economist, United States Patent and Trademark Office. The arguments in this writing are the author's and should not be imputed to the USPTO. Sincere thanks to Dr. Alan Marco for generous conceptual debates and invaluable help with statistical methods, to Marshall Schmitt for strategic insights and historical discussion, and to Dr. Stuart Graham and Under Secretary David Kappos for their ongoing support. Not least, thanks to Monika Gupta for her humor and friendship.

¹ See infra Part I.A.
² Id.
³ Id.
⁴ See infra Part I.B.
⁵ See infra Part I.A.
⁶ See infra Part I.C.
⁷ See infra Part I.A.
⁸ See infra Part I.B.
Also discussed are the results of a quantitative investigation into recent historical trends in patent case filings across the United States, as well as of a market concentration analysis of patent case filings at the district court and circuit court levels.\(^9\)

The results confirm that the three principal rocket dockets are, as widely recognized, the Eastern District of Texas, the Eastern District of Virginia, and—most recently—the Western District of Wisconsin.\(^10\) The results also suggest, inter alia, that the Middle District of Florida and the Western District of Washington are rising patent rocket dockets. The Article concludes with an outlook for future study on the differential effect of technology classes on case disposition speed within this framework.\(^11\)

I. ROCKET DOCKETS IN PATENT LAW

A. Conventional Wisdom and the Big Three Patent Fora

1. Alexandria, Virginia

Usage of the term “rocket docket” dates back to the procedural reforms of Judge Albert Vickers Bryan, Jr., who sat on the United States District Court for the Eastern District of Virginia in Alexandria.\(^12\) The status of the Eastern District of Virginia as a general rocket docket has subsequently extended to its recognition as a rocket docket for patent litigation as well, particularly due to the court’s proximity to relevant federal agencies such as the United States Patent and Trademark Office.\(^13\)

The perceived mechanism by which the Eastern District of Virginia achieves its patent litigation efficiencies is the active role that judges take in case management.\(^14\)

---

\(^9\) Id.

\(^10\) See infra Part I.A.

\(^11\) See infra Part II.B.


\(^14\) See R. Lawrence Dessem, Judicial Reporting Under the Civil Justice Reform Act: Look, Mom, No Cases!, 54 U. PITT. L. REV. 687, 711 (1993); Jeffrey Kelley, A District Court that’s in High Demand, RICH. TIMES DISPATCH, June 25, 2006, at D-1.
Such involvement includes, e.g., the early imposition of detailed deadlines for discovery, the predetermination of the number of witnesses allowed to testify at trial, and the establishment of due dates for exhibits, as well as strict enforcement of these rules.\footnote{Kelley, supra note 14, at D-1; Seongkun Oh, Legal Update: Markman v. Westview Instruments, Inc., 2 B.U. J. SCI. & TECH. L. 20, 37 (1996), Nancy Olson, Does Practice Make Perfect? An Examination of Congress's Proposed District Court Patent Pilot Program, 55 UCLA L. REV. 745, 760 n.63 (2008).}

Enforcement, in particular, is a watchword of the Eastern District of Virginia, with an understanding among attorneys that “[officers of the court] don’t mess around. They don’t play games. They don’t like people who do.”\footnote{Kelley, supra note 14, at D-1 (quoting Kris R. Keeney, an intellectual property attorney from the Richmond area who has tried several cases in the district); Olson, supra note 15, at 763, 760 n.63.} This culture of procedural discipline reflects a legacy of Judge Bryan himself, about whom it was said that “the only grounds for a delay were a death in the family—you own.”\footnote{Markon, supra note 12 (quoting Edward B. MacMahon, Jr., a defense attorney); Olson, supra note 15, at 760 n.63; see also Koenig, supra note 12, at 805 (quoting a Virginia lawyer saying, “short of bleeding to death in the courtroom, you are not going to get a continuance.”).} Far from hyperbole, Judge Bryan’s reported standard for continuances or other delays has survived largely intact, for “if there is a deadline in there, you can’t just walk in and say ‘something’s come up.’”\footnote{Kelley, supra note 14, at D-1 (quoting Rob Brooke, an intellectual property attorney from the Richmond office of Troutman Sanders who has experience litigating in the district); see Hon. T.S. Ellis III, Quicker and Less Expensive Enforcement of Patents: United States Courts, 5 CASRIP SYMP. PUBLN SERIES 11, 12–14 (1999), available at http://www.law.washington.edu/casrip/symposium/Number5/pub5atcl2.pdf (noting an example of a case where a continuance was granted for one day due to an attorney suffering a heart attack).} Indeed, “the only emergency [the Eastern District judges] listen to is a death in the family.”\footnote{Kelley, supra note 14, at D-1.}

Stringently enforced as they are, the deadlines of the Eastern District of Virginia are themselves, of course, swift: civil cases are tried within one year of filing of the complaint “almost without exception.”\footnote{Id.; see Beverley B. Goodwin & Laurence H. Pretty, How to Handle Litigation of a Patent—Part 1, in HOW TO HANDLE BASIC PATENT PROBLEMS 205, 236 (PLI Pats., Copyrights, Trademarks, & Literary Prop. Course, Handbook Ser. No. G4-3888, 1992), WL, 343 PL/Pat 205 (noting the difficulties in trial preparations).} As a result, the effective prosecution or defense of patent litigations in the district tends to require that “a party must treat the entire pretrial phase as it would the last three months of a typical patent case.”\footnote{Id.; see Beverley B. Goodwin & Laurence H. Pretty, How to Handle Litigation of a Patent—Part 1, in HOW TO HANDLE BASIC PATENT PROBLEMS 205, 236 (PLI Pats., Copyrights, Trademarks, & Literary Prop. Course, Handbook Ser. No. G4-3888, 1992), WL, 343 PL/Pat 205 (noting the difficulties in trial preparations).}

Unsurprising to attorneys who practice there, most cases in the Eastern District of Virginia settle. The court has implemented an “effective, judge-driven settlement
program.” In particular, the appointment of magistrate judges to mediate cases is understood to give the court “a keen sense of each parties’ weaknesses, which quickly dissipates the usual posturing.” Notably, settlement opportunities remain even after a verdict has been delivered.

The sum of these institutional characteristics of the Eastern District of Virginia also produces extrinsic effects commonly associated with rocket dockets. One effect is merely descriptive of the existence of rocket dockets themselves: the rise of expert practitioners who specialize in litigating before judges in the district, the establishment by law firms of litigation teams specific to the district, and the proliferation of legal practice education focusing on procedures and nuances of the district.

Another effect is normative—and, indeed, is a frequent subject of expert discussion surrounding the Eastern District of Virginia—the effect of procedural rocket docket practice on substantive litigation outcomes. For example, defendants are often perceived as being disadvantaged by the process, as patentees are free to gather information and map out strategy before filing suit while defendants are bound to a taxing procedural timeline.

Accordingly, practitioner expertise, law firm specialization, and legal education also tend to align themselves along, e.g., the stance of a plaintiff-patentee preparing...
for litigation or the stance of a defendant-accused infringer responding to patent claims in order to “avoid putting itself behind the [Eastern District of Virginia] eight ball and turn the tide in its favor.”

2. Marshall, Texas

In a manner similar to Judge Bryan’s transformation of the Eastern District of Virginia, the United States District Court for the Eastern District of Texas also initially rose to prominence as a rocket docket through the efforts and procedural reforms of one person, Judge T. John Ward. It was Judge Ward who, in 2001, initiated adoption of specialized patent rules for his Marshall Division of the Eastern District of Texas, rules that were subsequently adopted in 2005 by judges district-wide.

The response from the patent litigation bar was swift and remarkable: up nearly eightfold from thirty-two patent case filings in 2002, the Eastern District of Texas saw 234 patent cases filed in 2006. The 2007 fiscal year saw the district receive 358 patent case filings, the highest of any federal district in the country.

As notable, in the Eastern District of Texas, has been the expansion of perceived patent expertise beyond Judge Ward in Marshall to include Magistrate Judge Chad Everingham, also of Marshall and a former law clerk of Judge Ward, and Judge Leonard Davis of the Tyler Division, as well as retiring Chief Judge David Folsom of the Texarkana Division.

32 See, e.g., Carr & Angle, Pre-Filing Concerns, supra note 29 (focusing on the plaintiff’s strategic perspective in advance of patent litigation).
33 See, e.g., Carr & Angle, Infringer Should Respond, supra note 29 (focusing on the defendant’s strategic perspective during patent litigation).
34 Mary Alice Robbins, Eastern District Rocket Docket Decelerates in Marshall Division, 24 TEXAS LAWYER, Aug. 18, 2008, at 1, available at http://www.law.com/jsp/tx/PubArticleFriendlyTX.jsp?id=1202423817064; see Allen Pusey, Marshall Law: Patent Lawyers Flock to East Texas Court for its Expertise and ‘Rocket Docket’, DALLAS MORNING NEWS, Mar. 26, 2006, at 1D (noting that Judge Ward decided to fashion a system that would attract even more intellectual property litigation in the Eastern District of Texas); Leychkis, supra note 13, at 207 (describing Judge Ward as a “Rock Star” and one of the fifty most influential people in intellectual property).
36 Sam Davis, Patent Litigation Affects Intermediate Bus Architecture Converters, 37 POWER ELEC. TECH. 43, 43 (Feb. 2011); see Leychkis, supra note 13, at 204–05 (noting that the number of patent cases filed in the Eastern District of Texas steadily increased between the years 2002 and 2006); Michael C. Smith, Rocket Docket: Marshall Court Leads Nation in Hearing Patent Cases, 69 TEX. B.J. 1045, 1046 (2006) (noting that the Eastern District of Texas is one of the most active courts hearing patent cases).
Nevertheless, while the reputation as a rocket docket of the Eastern District of Virginia has been largely institutional and tied to procedural stringency, with only incidental effects on substantive litigation outcomes, the reputation of the Eastern District of Texas in this regard has frequently carried an explicit badge of litigant bias. Indeed, legal practice experts attribute the high volume of patent case filings in the Eastern District of Texas to “so many patentees filing suit there based on the perception that the Eastern District is pro-patentee.” The Marshall Division in particular, where Judge Ward sits, also has a reputation for juries who tend to favor plaintiffs, returning verdicts in favor of plaintiffs in seventy-eight percent of the patent cases that go to trial.

Moreover, for much of the history as a rocket docket of the Eastern District of Texas, the perceived bias of the Eastern District has been made even more acute by the refusal of judges, notably Judge Ward, to grant defendants’ motions for a change of venue, citing the importance of a plaintiff’s choice of forum. Congress itself has tried on multiple occasions to curb such forum-restrictive judicial doctrine, and some perceive that these legislative efforts are a specific response to the Eastern District of Texas and similar rocket dockets.

Compounding the perception of pro-patentee bias is the magnitude of several corresponding litigation outcomes. For example, in Saffran v. Johnson & Johnson, a Marshall jury this February returned a judgment of $482 million for plaintiff-patentee Dr. Bruce Saffran after two hours of deliberation. A different jury in the status of time to trial of Judges Everingham, Davis, and Folsom); see generally Leychikis, supra note 13, at 205–08 (providing a brief background of Judges Ward, Clark, Davis, and Folsom).


See supra notes 14–23 and accompanying text.

See supra notes 30–33 and accompanying text.

Robbins, supra note 34, at 11 (quoting Ted D. Lee, past chairman of the State Bar of Texas Intellectual Property Section and a shareholder in the San Antonio firm of Gunn & Lee); see, e.g., Donald R. Dunner, A Retrospective of the Federal Circuit’s First 25 Years, 17 FED. CIR. B.J. 127, 130 (2007) (noting the perception that the Eastern District of Texas is pro-patentee); Smith, supra note 36, at 1046 (explaining that attorneys often bring cases in this district because of its speed, expertise on the part of the judges, and juries that are interested in the property rights that a patent represents); Jeanne C. Fromer, Patentography, 85 N.Y.U.L. REV. 1444, 1446 (2010) (stating that it is a frequent observation that the Eastern District of Texas is a haven for plaintiffs prevailing in patent infringement cases).

Davis, supra note 36, 43; Kevin R. Davidson, Retooling Patents: Current Problems, Proposed Solutions, and Economic Implications for Patent Reform, 8 HOUS. BUS. & TAX L.J. 425, 450 n.185 (2008) (noting that the nationwide rate is fifty-nine percent).

Robbins, supra note 34, at 11.

See id. (quoting Doug Cawley, a patent litigator and shareholder in the Dallas firm of McKool Smith).

Id.


same court previously returned a comparable infringement judgment of $431.9 million in February 2008 for Dr. Saffran against Boston Scientific, an award that Judge Ward subsequently increased to $501 million before Boston Scientific agreed in 2009 to settle the case for $50 million. New Jersey is the home of both Dr. Saffran and Johnson & Johnson, Florida the home of Cordis Corp., a subsidiary of Johnson & Johnson, and Massachusetts the home of Boston Scientific.

In another high-profile example, *i4i Ltd. Partnership v. Microsoft Corp.*, Judge Davis granted the plaintiff-patentee, i4i, a judgment of $200 million for infringement of its extensible markup language software tools, additional damages of $90 million, and an injunction against defendant-infringer Microsoft from continued sales pending excision of the infringing feature from Microsoft’s software products. Media coverage of the case as it progressed through subsequent review, first at the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit and then to a final decision this year at the Supreme Court, has duly noted its origin in the Eastern District of Texas and that court’s reputation as a rocket docket.

Notably, the bias in favor of strong property rights implicated by the perceived pro-patentee bias of the Eastern District of Texas has not necessarily coincided with a corporation-friendly position, and it is not only large corporate defendants of significant financial and legal resources that have litigated successfully in the Eastern District of Texas. Indeed, Dr. Saffran litigated as an individual against Johnson and Johnson and Boston Scientific, and i4i as a small Toronto-based software concern against Microsoft.
Still and all, the reputation, for better or worse, of the Eastern District of Texas is such that its particular status as a patent rocket docket finds mention even in media coverage of litigation not directly tied to patent law, such as a recent challenge in the Eastern District of Texas to those provisions of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act of 2010 ("PPACA"), which prohibit the establishment or expansion of physician-owned hospitals and which require mandatory enrollment in health insurance plans. As a result, the deliberately cultivated patent expertise of judges and the favor that plaintiffs and patentees reportedly enjoy among judges and juries make the Eastern District of Texas a markedly different species of rocket docket from the trans-substantively efficient, purportedly outcome-neutral practice in the Eastern District of Virginia. Between these poles lies a third rocket docket that has taken lessons from both Alexandria and Marshall.

3. Madison, Wisconsin

In the wake of transformations in the Eastern District of Virginia to broadly expedited case management and further to patent specialization, and of the wholesale emergence in the Eastern District of Texas of a perceivedly patentee-friendly and subject-expert bench, a third patent rocket docket has also arisen in the United States District Court for the Western District of Wisconsin. True to form, that district has “earned its reputation as a sophisticated venue for patent litigation over the years due to its smart judges, substantial number of filed patent cases, and local rules.” Indeed, perceptions of the Western District of Wisconsin regularly invite overt comparison to the Eastern District of Virginia and the Eastern District of Texas.

Accordingly, the Western District of Wisconsin has seen its own share of high-profile litigations, including recent ongoing infringement disputes between Apple and Motorola over several of Apple’s touch-screen and multi-touch patents. Although the competitive strategy of Motorola proved to be “prescient about Apple suing it” while “wrong about which patents Apple was going to try to [assert]” against it when

---

seeking a declaratory judgment, the character of the Western District of Wisconsin as a “plaintiff-leaning rocket docket like the Eastern District of Texas” was a shared premise between the parties.62

Beyond its expeditious time-to-trial and patentee-friendly jury pools in surrounding Madison—echoing the perceived litigant biases of Marshall and Tyler—the Western District of Wisconsin also shares a low likelihood of full trial on the merits, with a disproportionately higher rate of summary judgments akin to the high rate of directed settlement in Alexandria and Richmond, Virginia.63

Yet in one respect, its actual inception as a rocket docket, the Western District of Wisconsin parallels its sister districts.64 Like Judge Bryan in Virginia and Judges Ward and Davis in Texas, Judges Barbara Crabb and John Shabaz, respectively appointed in 197965 and 1981,66 “spent years building Wisconsin’s rocket docket reputation.”67 That reputation, too, was initially built on short times-to-trial for each judge, nine months from filing for Judge Shabaz and fourteen months from filing for Judge Crabb,68 and tight control of the docket from the outset of litigation.69

B. What it Means to be a Rocket Docket

Difficult as it can be to document the conventional wisdom of which are the patent rocket dockets, it is, in some ways, even more elusive to demonstrate consensus upon what criteria are necessary and sufficient to identify one. Speed of adjudication alone cannot be dispositive, as such a measure would fail to account for selection problems such as a low number of patent filings resulting in a skewed

62 O'Gara, supra note 61.
63 Sheri Qualters, New Patent Rocket Docket Rises in Wis.; In-House Counsel; Area's Educated Jury Pool, Local High-Tech Sector are Big Factors, 30 NAT'L. L.J. 8, 8 (2008); see Wisconsin: The New Texas, supra note 60 (quoting, without citation, conclusions of the National Law Journal).
64 Qualters, supra note 63, at 8.
69 See Pribek, supra note 67.
average time-to-trial, or for a particularly simple technology at issue in a given case resulting in an unrepresentatively fast judgment.

Nor, similarly, can the mere existence of specialized local court rules to facilitate efficient patent case management be dispositive. For example, despite its high volume of patent case filings, the Northern District of California is not traditionally recognized as a national patent rocket docket, but it was the patent rules of the Northern District of California which Judge Ward, in 2001, adopted and modified to launch the reputation of the Eastern District of Texas.70

Rather, quantitative criteria such as speed of adjudication and high filing volume as well as qualitative ones such as specialized patent rules and judicial expertise must cumulatively be regarded as necessary but not sufficient to make a rocket docket. Moreover, different combinations of these criteria turn out different kinds of rocket dockets, be they neutral as to outcome or favorable to particular litigants or procedural postures.

A 2008 study by PricewaterhouseCoopers found, for example, that the Eastern District of Virginia and the Western District of Wisconsin, had the lowest times-to-trial in the country—less than one year—but also that the time-to-trial had relatively no impact on the success rate and a significant impact on the magnitude of damages awarded.71 The study also noted marked differences by technology sector, with telecommunications and medical device patents leading in the volume of infringement litigation filings.72

By comparison, however, the Eastern District of Texas has in recent years been seen as a victim of its own popularity as a patent rocket docket, largely given its perceived pro-patentee bias,73 a perception that does not embrace, e.g., the Eastern District of Virginia. Indeed, the PricewaterhouseCoopers study—which compared federal judicial districts with respect to their favorability to patent holders—considered time-to-trial, median damages awarded, summary judgment win rates, trial win rates, ultimately ranking the Eastern District of Texas sixth overall.74 The same study confirmed the Eastern District of Virginia as the best district for patent holders, but also edged out the Western District of Wisconsin, instead ranking the

---

70 Robbins, supra note 34, at 1, 11. To be sure, efficient case management and notable judicial expertise in the Northern District of California may invite its high volume of patent litigations, but this relationship remains separate from the court’s speed of case resolution, a scale on which the Northern District does not meaningfully compete with the three major rocket dockets discussed here. See also Smith, supra note 36, at 1048.


72 Levko et al., supra note 71, at 3.

73 Robbins, supra note 34, at 1 (quoting Jeffrey Plies, an intellectual property litigator at the Austin office of Dechert); Andrei Iancu & Jay Chung, Real Reasons the Eastern District of Texas Draws Patent Cases—Beyond Lore and Anecdote, 14 SMU SCI. & TECH. L. REV. 299, 314 (2011).

74 Levko et al., supra note 71, at 14.
Central District of California and the Eastern District of Pennsylvania in a tie for second place.\textsuperscript{70}

In a related turn, the study examined the effect of appeals to find that patentees were significantly more likely to appeal losses in a district court regardless of whether the adverse decision was based on a trial or on summary judgment.\textsuperscript{76} The result of such an appeal, however, was more likely to result in a favorable reversal or modification if the appeal arose from a trial judgment than from a summary judgment.\textsuperscript{77} Conversely, alleged infringers were more likely to successfully appeal a summary judgment to reversal than a trial verdict.\textsuperscript{78}

The study recognized the counterintuition of this trend, in that the appellate standard of review from a summary judgment is nominally more favorable to the plaintiff-appellant than is the standard of review from a trial judgment, and vice-versa.\textsuperscript{79} As the data revealed, consistent with the multivariate criteria of a patent rocket docket, the trends of modification and reversal on appeal did not arise dispositively from any one of the factors considered—time-to-trial, median damages awarded, summary judgment win rates, trial win rates—but rather from two trans-substantive causes, claim construction changes and challenges to patent validity.\textsuperscript{80}

So it is that indicators such as average adjudication speed, special patent rules, and judicial expertise tend to produce a true patent rocket docket only when judges in the district are personally committed to enforcing stringent litigation calendars and to signaling the attractiveness of the forum to patent litigation. Indeed, the recent rise to national prominence of patent rocket dockets as such has corresponded to the role of judges in patent litigation.

\textbf{C. Judicial Specialization and Forum Shopping}

While the general and patent-specific rocket dockets have been decades in the making, their crystallization into essentially strategic fora coincided with the Supreme Court’s 1996 decision in \textit{Markman v. Westview Instruments, Inc.},\textsuperscript{81} and the explosion in patent litigation at the turn of the twenty-first century.\textsuperscript{82} With particular regard to the effect of \textit{Markman}, the Supreme Court’s decision to charge district judges with construing patent claims as a matter of law made judges the \textit{de facto} drivers of the “pace and course of a patent case.”\textsuperscript{83} In turn, the power of

\textsuperscript{70} Id.; Iancu & Chung, supra note 73, at 305.
\textsuperscript{76} LEVKO ET AL., supra note 71, at 16; cf. Iancu & Chung, supra note 73, at 308–09 (examining the relation of states by the rate to which they affirm (at least in part) patent cases).
\textsuperscript{77} LEVKO ET AL., supra note 71, at 16.
\textsuperscript{78} Id.
\textsuperscript{79} Id. at 17.
\textsuperscript{82} Miotke & Schmitt, supra note 68, at 8–9.; see Smith, supra note 36, at 1048.
motivated trial jurists such as Judge Ward and Judge Shabaz and their contemporaries to cultivate rocket dockets has grown commensurately.

It also follows, however, that the judge-driven emergence of patent rocket dockets makes them vulnerable to the doctrinal biases of their progenitors, particularly as to the legal issue that most directly affects the choice of a distinctive and preferable forum: the propriety of venue.

Since the early 2000s, for example, it was widely understood that “remote connections with [the Eastern District of] Texas were more than sufficient to keep the case there.” Against the perception among defendants that “the playing field is not level,” the court’s prevailing doctrine of venue emphasized the plaintiffs choice of forum. In particular, Judge Ward long set the tone, noting that, “I try to follow the law as I understand it” on whether venue lies in a given case. The result, in any case, has been that “while numerous attempts have been made by defendants to have cases transferred out of the Marshall Division, successful motions have been very rare.”

A particularly telling measure of this perception was the 2008 en banc decision of the Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit in In re Volkswagen of Am., Inc. disapproving the “typical approach” used in the Eastern District of Texas, purportedly to “avoid transferring cases out of the Marshall Division.” That approach, said the Court of Appeals, misapplies the Gilbert venue factors by placing undue emphasis on a plaintiffs right to choose its forum court without sufficient regard for the relationship of litigants and non-party witnesses to the forum court and to the balance of hardships imposed by the choice of forum.

Similarly, the rights of plaintiff-patentees and defendant-accused infringers to choose a forum for litigation has also been the subject of previous proposals for legislative reform, such as the Patent Reform Act of 2007. That ultimately

---

83 Robbins, supra note 34, at 11; cf. Iancu & Chung, supra note 73, at 315 (explaining that venue transfer statistics indicate disparity in transfer rate from the Eastern District of Texas).
84 In re Volkswagen of Am., Inc., 545 F.3d 304 (5th Cir. 2008) (en banc).
85 Mahoney & Batzer, supra note 87; see, e.g., Offen-Brown, supra note 59, at 87 (discussing two venue transfer motions that were granted post-Genetech).
87 In re Volkswagen, 545 F.3d at 318 (holding that the district court erred, inter alia, in “misconstruing the weight of the plaintiffs’ choice of venue”).
unsuccessful legislation contained venue shopping provisions “barring patent owners but not patent challengers from choosing the courts to hear lawsuits.”

The provision arose from the ability of patent owners to sue in any judicial district where a defendant has committed infringing acts or resides as a matter of personal jurisdiction, legislating instead that venue would be limited “to a forum where either party resides or where the defendant has committed acts of infringement and has a regular and established place of business.” At the same time, criticisms of this imbalance invoked concerns that, e.g., “patent owners might pick the U.S. District Court, Alexandria, Va. because of its expertise and reputation as the ‘rocket docket,’ whereas “infringers may pick a slow, inexperienced court to bleed money from patent owners.” That is, while both parties behaved strategically, maneuvering into an expert and efficient rocket docket is more legitimate and deserving of incentive than is trading on an inexpert and delay-prone bench.

Ultimately, it is this normative choice which drives the continued existence and popularity of rocket dockets, that strategic behavior as such may not be avoidable, but a rigorous procedural framework that discourages dilatory tactics and inflated litigation costs can reasonably be expected to produce just results.

II. EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS OF INFRINGEMENT LITIGATION 1985–2010

The empirical definition offered here, of what is a rocket docket, takes into account the quantitative criteria previously discussed, notably the speed of adjudication of patent cases in the district and the volume of patent cases filed in the district. Rather than comparing districts by a simple average, however, such as time-to-trial or total pendency to disposition, the present definition analyzes disposition speed as a survival function together with filing volume as an indicator of concentration in the market of federal judicial districts.

A. Dataset and Methodology

The dataset employed in this study originated from the Public Access to Court Electronic Records (“PACER”) service, taking all available cases with a Nature of Suit (“NOS”) code of 830, corresponding to patent cases. Beginning with 48,972 such
cases dating back to April 1962, the dataset was cleaned to remove erroneous or nonsense entries in the PACER database and entries that duplicated other filings already in the system. To minimize random errors arising from insufficient reporting in PACER of cases actually litigated, all cases filed prior to 1985 were also removed, leaving 44,428 data points of viable patent cases.

Each data point contained, in pertinent part, the forum court of the case, the date of filing, and the date of closing. These 44,428 cases were then separated according to the forum in which each was filed, one of the ninety-three judicial districts of the federal court system.

1. Survival Analysis

Survival analysis, also called duration analysis in economics and reliability analysis in engineering, is a method of evaluating data dealing with the “mortality” or “failure” of a system. As survival analysis traditionally assesses “the proportions of failure among individuals under specified conditions,” it is a useful framework in which to examine the time probability of adjudication, analogous to mortality, of a patent litigation case.

In recent years, survival analysis has seen growing use in legal contexts ranging from labor relations to discovery practice. Yet the only use of survival analysis in the legal patent literature thus far appears to have been Jonathan Barney’s 2002 study estimating patent value by applying survival analysis to the post-issuance expiration of patents of similar characteristics by failure to pay maintenance fees.

This Article proposes to apply survival analysis, not to other covariate measures of interest, but to the disposition time itself in order to judge a population of cases by their survival time.

The survival function of a population—here, the population is a body of patent litigation cases—describes the distribution of ages at which members of the population depart from the population due to failure. The survival function $S(x)$ is defined as the incidence at which a member of the population having a lifetime $X$ will fail no earlier than time $x$, such that

$$S(x) = 1 - \Pr(X < x) = \Pr(X > x)$$

---

99 See id. at 6 (discussing exposure to risk).
100 See, e.g., Lewis v. NLRB, 750 F.2d 1266, 1272–74 (5th Cir. 1985) (adopting the survival analysis of an expert witness comparing the respective statuses of employees).
103 See Johnson, supra note 98, at 50 (discussing the survival distribution function).
Of particular importance to survival analysis is the hazard function \( \lambda(x) \), also known as the force of mortality among the population, defined as the instantaneous rate of failure at a given time\(^{104} \) such that:

\[
\lambda(x) = -\frac{dS(x)}{dx}
\]

To compute the survival distribution function of each judicial district, the survival time of each case was first computed as the difference, in days, between the closing date and the filing date. The cases filed in each given district, taken as a population, were then sorted in increasing order of survival time.

For example, in the United States District Court for the District of Arkansas, the population comprised four cases that were closed in fifty-six days, 188 days, 258 days, and 469 days, respectively. Accordingly, this population yielded the following survival distribution:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Survival Time (days)</th>
<th>Population Size (counts)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>188</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>258</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>469</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each survival distribution was then normalized as to its population size, from a count of survivors to a fraction of survivors, e.g., the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Survival Time (days)</th>
<th>Population Size (fraction)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>188</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>258</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>469</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{104}\) See id. at 51 (discussing the hazard function).
Each survival function was used to estimate the related exponential hazard function for that population of cases. The survival distribution functions obtained for each of the ninety-three federal judicial districts exhibited an exponential survival curve, making it appropriate to use the simple negative-log formulation, shown above, of the hazard function.

Accordingly, the hazard functions for the districts were essentially linear. Those districts which had a rapidly diminishing survival function, i.e., where cases had a high hazard rate of being adjudicated out of the population, showed a commensurately steeper linear hazard function. The higher the slope of the hazard function, the more rapidly were cases being adjudicated in that district.

2. Concentration Analysis

Rocket dockets are, by their nature, creatures of reputation, and so any meaningful measure of case disposition speed must take account of the volume of cases filed in a given judicial district. For example, based on the earlier discussion of qualitative criteria, a district with a very low number of patent filings would not be considered a rocket docket even if it resolved those few cases very quickly. Conversely, a district so swamped with patent filings as to affect its capacity to adjudicate them quickly may, to a point, still be considered a rocket docket. Thus, the filing volume is a necessary covariate of disposition speed.

Filing volume, in turn, is itself a source of information about the judicial marketplace for the litigation of patents. Relying on the familiar Herfindahl-Hirschman Index ("HHI") of market concentration, the federal courts may be evaluated as firms in three different markets.

First is a national market comprising ninety-three firms, each firm a federal district court whose market share is proportional to the volume of cases filed in it. Second is a national market comprising twelve firms, each a federal circuit court of appeals whose market share is proportional to the volume of cases filed within districts in that circuit. Third is a set of eleven markets, each market a circuit court of appeals comprising as many firms as there are districts within that circuit. Each is examined in turn.

To determine a district court’s share of the litigation market for a given year, the total pendency in that district for that year was calculated as case-days of pendency. That is, a single case that was both filed and closed in 1985 and lasted 100 days

---

105. See supra Part I.B.
107. This analysis considers the eleven numbered circuits and the District of Columbia Circuit, within which district courts are geographically contained. The Federal Circuit, deriving jurisdiction from statute rather than geography, is omitted from the analysis because it does not “contain” any districts within it.
108. This analysis considers only the eleven numbered circuits, as they all contain more than one district. The District of Columbia Circuit, containing only its eponymous district, is omitted from the analysis because it is a single-firm market and so cannot vary in its HHI.
would amount to 100 case-days, as would five cases that were all filed and closed in 1985 and lasted twenty days each. Cases that spilled over into subsequent years similarly contributed to the district’s market share of case-days for those years.

The concentration of each relevant market was then determined by the HHI of that market. The HHI is calculated by squaring the percent share attributable to each firm and summing those percentages.108

B. Findings and Discussion

1. Survival Analysis

The index of adjudication speed assigned to each district was the slope of the linear hazard function of the population of cases filed in that district during 1985–2010.110 By this measure alone, the top eighteen candidate districts for rocket docket status were determined to be the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>District</th>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Filing Rank</th>
<th>District</th>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Filing Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WI-WD</td>
<td>5.13</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>MN</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA-ED</td>
<td>3.73</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>CA-CD</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA-WD</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>OR</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL-MD</td>
<td>2.71</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>GA-ND</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX-ED</td>
<td>2.68</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>OH-ND</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX-WD</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>DC</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA-SD</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>UT</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MO-ED</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>NC-MD</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX-ND</td>
<td>2.20</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>MI-ED</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The incompleteness of this intermediate measure is at once apparent. The Central District of California (Index = 2.19) is ranked eleventh in disposition speed but first in filing volume. By contrast, the Western District of Texas is ranked sixth.

108 Horizontal Merger Guidelines, supra note 106, at 18 n.9. The Horizontal Merger Guidelines provide the following example:

For example, a market consisting of four firms with market shares of thirty percent, thirty percent, twenty percent, and twenty percent has an HHI of 2600 (30^2 + 30^2 + 20^2 + 20^2 = 2600). The HHI ranges from 10,000 (in the case of a pure monopoly) to a number approaching zero (in the case of an atomistic market). Although it is desirable to include all firms in the calculation, lack of information about firms with small shares is not critical because such firms do not affect the HHI significantly.

Id.  

110 For a readable comparison, the indices were all scaled up by a factor of 1000.
in disposition speed but only thirty-fifth in filing volume. The problem of these disparities is to determine what disposition speed at a given filing volume should be considered sufficiently significant to indicate the presence of a rocket docket.

To make this determination, the districts were ranked in decreasing order of filing volume during 1985–2010, and only those districts were retained which saw at least 300 patent filings during that twenty-five-year period. The result is illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1 indicates three districts whose respective indices of adjudication speed outpace those of other districts with similar filing volumes. Confirming the conventional wisdom, they are the Eastern District of Texas, the Eastern District of Virginia, and the Western District of Wisconsin. Indeed, as filing volume drops, the index needed to command rocket docket status rises commensurately.

Figure 1 also indicates two districts whose indices of adjudication speed are not currently on the order of rocket dockets, but are nevertheless emerging dockets of potential significance in patent litigation. They are the Middle District of Florida, which includes Jacksonville and Tampa, and the Western District of Washington, which includes Seattle.

Further analysis of these five districts reveals notable trends over time. For this, the indices of adjudication speed for each district were calculated over twelve lengthening time periods: 1985–1999, 1985–2000, 1985–2001, and so on through 1985–2010. The result is illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2 indicates that, starting from its index of adjudication speed based on the 1985–1999 period, the Eastern District of Texas slowed slightly until 2001 before speeding up just as slightly ever since, rising to its current maximum index in 2010. This pattern reflects that "so many patentees [filing] suit there based on the perception that the Eastern District is pro-patentee.""111 Indeed, at 1736 cases, the Eastern District of Texas had the highest filing volume of all five districts identified in Figure 1 as true or emerging rocket dockets. Given this large population of cases, it is to be expected that marginal increases as well as marginal decreases in the index of adjudication speed will be small in magnitude from year to year.

Figure 2 also indicates that the Eastern District of Virginia suffered the same kind of deceleration during 1999–2001 and subsequent acceleration from 2001–2010 as did the Eastern District of Texas, but in larger magnitude. By the same token, it is to be expected that the relatively smaller filing volume of the Eastern District of Virginia will give rise to higher-magnitude marginal changes in the index of adjudication speed.

Not least, Figure 2 indicates that the Western District of Wisconsin enjoyed continued gradual accelerations in its adjudications during 1999–2004, followed by gradual decelerations during 2004–2007. An abrupt break came in 2007, however, after which the index of adjudication speed began to rise again.

In the Western District of Wisconsin, Judge Shabaz—who, with Judge Crabb, was instrumental in garnering Wisconsin’s rocket docket reputation112—served as chief judge from 1996–2001113 and remained on the court thereafter. It is possible,

---

111 Robbins, supra note 34, at 11; see Farrand et al., supra note 81, at 373.
112 See Pribek, supra note 67; Hrodley, supra note 67.
therefore, that Judge Shabaz’s influence played a role in the district’s measured rise of adjudication speed during the same period.

By the same token, reversals in Judge Shabaz’s health prior to his assumption of senior status in 2009\textsuperscript{114} may have played a role in the concurrent slowdown in the district’s adjudication speed during the same period—a period when the district’s burgeoning reputation also saw increased patent filings.

Not least, prior to Judge Conley’s 2009 nomination and 2010 accession to the district court,\textsuperscript{115} Judge Stephen Crocker was the only magistrate judge in the Western District of Wisconsin\textsuperscript{116} and, beginning in 2007, was delegated an increasing portion of the patent caseload. This sharing of work may have softened—indeed, reversed—the deceleration of the district’s adjudication speed.

Although these accounts are admittedly non-rigorous explanations, to the extent that they substantiate observed quantitative trends, they reflect the reputation of their respective districts as already documented.

2. Concentration Analysis

The use of filing volume, measured in case-days for each district, as an indicator of a district’s “market share” in the national judiciary revealed trends with interesting implications for both the district and circuit courts. To begin with, concentration analysis of the nationwide judicial market yielded results as illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 3 indicates that, whether the relevant firm is the district court or the circuit court, the nationwide judicial market is an “unconcentrated market,” for in both cases the HHI never reaches 1500.\textsuperscript{117} Given the large number of districts and the relative balance among geographic circuits, this lack of market concentration—i.e., relatively equal distribution of market share—is to be expected.

Nevertheless, the market is more concentrated with respect to circuit courts than it is with respect to district courts. Moreover, market concentration with respect to circuit courts has generally risen during 1985–2010 with only small and brief intervening dips, whereas concentration with respect to district courts actually dropped during 1985–1988, stayed relatively constant during 1988–2006, and rose markedly during 2006–2010.

The difference in these trends is significant, for the two conceptions of the “firm” are related in that each circuit may be regarded as a “merger” of the districts that comprise it. The steady rise during 1985–2010 in concentration as to circuits suggests that the last quarter-century has seen patent filings shift disproportionately to certain circuits.

\textsuperscript{114} Id.


\textsuperscript{116} See United States District Court for the Western District of Wisconsin, About the Court, http://www.wiwd.uscourts.gov/about/index.html.

\textsuperscript{117} See HORIZONTAL MERGER GUIDELINES, supra note 106, at 19.
By contrast, the low and steady concentration as to districts during the same period suggests that patent filings were distributed relatively evenly throughout the country—until 2006. The HHI during 2006–2010 rose from 368.6 to 547.6, a jump of nearly 180 points and nearly fifty percent. Though the market remains unconcentrated as to districts, the jump suggests that patent filings began to shift disproportionately to certain districts.

To this end, concentration analysis of circuitwide judicial markets yielded results as illustrated in Figure 4. Figure 4 indicates that nearly all the markets are at least moderately concentrated, with HHI values above 1500. This, too, is to be expected, given the small number of districts within each circuit—intuitively, a small number of firms in each market will make each shift in share more significant to the market’s concentration. As both the national concentration as to circuits and the national concentration as to districts rose markedly during 2006–2010, it is particularly relevant to consider those trends in answering the question, to which circuits and districts are patent filings disproportionately shifting?

In this regard, Figure 4 indicates that the most concentrated circuit markets were the First, Fifth, and Seventh Circuits while the least concentrated circuit market was the Fourth Circuit. The story of the First Circuit is an evident rush to the District of Massachusetts, the only district in the First Circuit even to appear in Figure 1, as New Hampshire, Rhode Island, Maine, and Puerto Rico each received fewer than 200 patent filings during 1985–2010.

Yet the marked rises in the concentrations of the Fifth and Seventh Circuits—in the case of the Fifth Circuit, a sharp rise—point back to the Eastern District of Texas and the Western District of Wisconsin, respectively. Consonant with their rocket docket reputations, these districts have become the leading firms in their respective judicial markets by share of filing volume received.

The Eastern District of Virginia, however, has not had a similarly strong impact on its sister districts in the Fourth Circuit. Indeed, the distributed shares of filing volume in the Fourth Circuit show that the Eastern District of Virginia is a leader and the Fourth Circuit is not an unconcentrated market; yet the district is not an insuperable leader, and the circuit is not highly concentrated:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>District</th>
<th>Patent Filings 1985–2010</th>
<th>Share (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VA-ED</td>
<td>930</td>
<td>35.02%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD</td>
<td>534</td>
<td>20.11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC-MD</td>
<td>328</td>
<td>12.35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC-WD</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>10.54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>9.11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC-ED</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>6.10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA-WD</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>4.10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WV-ND</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1.88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WV-SD</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.79%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4**

Fourth Circuit Shares of Patent Filing Volume

\[ \text{HHI} = 2035 \]
Moreover, the long history and broad reputation, unrestricted to patents, of the Eastern District of Virginia suggest that, while it is a rocket docket, it is one that has found equilibrium in a manner unlike the strategic reputations of Texas and Wisconsin.

III. CONCLUSION

The principal focus of this Article has been to document the conventional wisdom surrounding rocket dockets in patent law and to reconceive it on the basis of a quantitative framework. The framework proposed here substantiates much of the conventional wisdom, and that may be a source of credibility. Yet its accompanying explanations and predictions also call for further study.

Of particular importance is the differential effect of technology classes on case disposition speed, both generally and with respect to certain districts and certain circuits. Also important to the question of forum shopping is data on the location of patent owners as it affects the location of the forum court. Not least, there is the question of whether case disposition is significantly correlated to outcomes, be they pro-plaintiff or pro-defendant, pro-patentee or pro-infringer. It is hoped that by accounting for these additional considerations, the patent rocket docket will continue to transform from a creature of anecdote toward a well-defined forum for prompt and effective adjudication.
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